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How to tame chickens in minecraft

The chicken is one of the first animals you encounter in Minecraft and it is also one of the easiest to tame. Without much effort, you can have a tame chicken that follows you. They are also easy to breed for meat and eggs. Step-by-step Guide to teming a chicken first, you need some corn seeds, which
you get by harvesting grass. You don't need any special tools for this, just punch at the grass on the ground with either your bare hands or a stick until you collect at least one corn seed. Then equip the seeds in your hotbar, then approach a chicken. This will follow you and will continue to follow you as
long as you have equipped the seeds. Lure the chicken into a closed space. It can be either the interior of your home or a special chicken pen that you build outside. Once the chicken is inside the enclosure, make it off (with a door or a gate, so you can get through) and you now have a pet chicken!
Breeding chickens in Minecraft If you tem and catch two or more chickens in Minecraft, you can breed them to produce baby chickens. Soon enough, you can even have your own chicken farm! Tame and catch at least two chickens using the steps above. Feed corn seeds to the chickens by right-clicking
the seeds in your hotbar while standing in front of each chicken. You will see hearts appear over the chickens. A baby chicken will be born. Repeat after a while and you'll soon have your own chicken farm in Minecraft. The chickens will continue to produce eggs. Although this is not a happy outcome for
the chickens, you can also use it as a source of meat. A collection of Minecraft Chicken Farms Just a little collection of chicken photos of Minecraft. Aren't these chickens cute? A modest chicken farm in the making. Chickens in a sunflower field. Three Little Chickens Aug 19, 201912tails The best anime
for NewcomersHow to tem a sheep in Minecraft by 9.02 · 2,335 ratings · 423 reviews posted on 02.04.2019 by Scott M. How to Tem ALL Animals in Minecraft - CATS, PARROTS and PANDAS Included 1.8.0.8: Extended Guide by Edward Landau FileName: How to Tem Chickens in Minecraft.zip Size:
36641 Kb Published 02.04.2019 How to Train Chickens in Minecraft! (Pocket Edition, Xbox, PC) How to breed chickens in Minecraft Mature: Height: 0. Death Adult: 1-3 Breeding: 1-7 Death Jockey : Chickens are common egg-laying passive gangs. Chickens generate naturally in groups of 4 on any solid
block with 2 blocks of free space above it at a light level of 9 or more. They spat more frequently in jungles than in other biomes. Like other farm animals, they didn't spit in snow tondras and variants, but still spat in snowy taigas. Chickens generate, of course, in groups of at light level 7 or above. This site
works best with JavaScript enabled. Please enable JavaScript to provide the best experience of this Register Login. belva plain werner family saga series You can think of chickens more than farm animals raised for eggs than as tame pets , but with a little patience and love they can both be! The easiest
way to tame a chicken is to start handling it when it is a chick, just after bringing it home from a breeder, but with a little work you can also tame older chickens! Spend time with your chickens and give them lots of treats, and over time they will become tame. Tip: Chickens can be tamed using many of the
same methods you would use to train a dog or a cat. This article co-authored our trained team of editors and researchers who validate it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. Together, they cited information from 10 referrals. Categories: Chickens. By using our website, you acknowledge that you have
read and understood our cookie policy, privacy policy, and our Terms of Service. Arqade is a question and answer site for passionate videogamers on all platforms. It only takes a minute to sign up. I have the most recent version of Minecraft for the Xbox v1. From my reading it seems that you can lure
chickens on the computer using seeds or corn, depending on the version you are on. I tried to use either to no success. Proudly powered by UPPREVENTION.ORG 1 Find optional resources. While you don't need one of the following items to tame a horse, donkey or mule, they'll help: Saddle - A saddle
allows you to control a horse after tamely; you can ride — but not control — untouched tamed horses. Saddles can be spat on in village blacksmith chest or chest in dungeons. You can't craft a saddle. Apples – With about 20 apples on hand, you will allow to feed the horse before trying to tem it,
significantly improving your chances of teasing the horse in one or two tries. Golden Apples will further speed up this process. 2 Find a horse, donkey or mule. These animals are most often used in the Plains and Savannah biomes, although you can also find horses in NPC villages. 3 Approach the
animal with nothing in your hand. Horses, donkeys and mules are not violent, but you will need your hand to be empty to try to mount them. If you want to feed the animal, rather equip the apple. 4 Choose the animal. Right-click the animal (PC), use the left trigger (consoles), press the Mount button when
you get close to the animal in PE. You will automatically mount the animal. If you want to feed the animal, choose it with the apple until the animal refuses to eat more, then choose the animal with your empty hand. 5 Wait until the animal bows you down. The horse, donkey or mule will support you for
anywhere from a second to a few seconds before you kick off and start walking away. 6 Keep choosing the animal until you see red hearts Once the animal finally stops trying to squeeze you you should see red hearts appearing around it; this indicates that the horse, donkey or mule have been tamed. 7
Saddle the tamed horse, donkey or mule. If you want to saddle the tamed animal, mount it, press E, and then move the saddle into the Saddle place in the animal's stock. On Minecraft PE, mount the animal, tap ⋯, tap the saddle and tap the animal's Hall icon. On console editions of Minecraft, mount the
animal, tap Y or triangle, select the saddle, and then select the Saddle icon in the upper left corner. 1 Collect raw fish. You need several raw (not cooked) fish to tem an ocelot or cat: Make a fishing rod. Find a body of water. Equip the fishing rod. Choose the body of water. Repeat until you have at least
10 fish. 2 Find an ocelot or cat. You can mostly find ocelots in Jungle biomes, although their spawn behavior dictates that they will be found near sea level (or higher) grass blocks. Cats have often spat in towns, though you can find them near witchs. [1] Ocelots can be elusive if you haunt them, so you
may have to look for some time before you find one. 3 Avoid rushing to the ocelot or cat. You can carefully approach the feline as it gets away from you, but the second turns it to face you, you have to stop. A good rule of thug is to hold about 10 blocks of space between you and the ocelot. 4 Equip the
raw fish. The raw fish should be in your hand before proceeding. 5 Let the ocelot or cat come to you. A few seconds after you've equiped the fish, it should start approaching you. It is very important that you do not move at this point. 6 Repeatedly select the ocelot until it turns into a cat (if you used these
instructions on an ocelot). Once the ocelot is in the range, right-click (PC), left-trigger (consoles), or tap-and-hold the ocelot until it turns into a cat. At this point, the ocelot was tamed. 1 Kill a skeleton to get a leg. Skeletons are found everywhere with a low-light level, such as in caves or at night. Be careful
when doing this; Skeletons can easily kill you if you are not properly equipped with a sword. You may need to kill several skeletons before one will drop a leg. 2 Find a wolf. Wolves are mostly found in any Taiga variant, as well as in bush biomes on Java and Legacy Console editions of Minecraft. 3 Equip
the bone. Make sure the bone is in your hand before proceeding. 4 Approach the wolf. Walk up to the wolf with the bone equipped. Wolves aren't naturally hostile, though they'll attack you if you first attack them. 5 Select the wolf until a collar appears around its neck. Right-click, left-trigger, or tap-and-hold
the wolf until the collar appears. You just have to do it a couple of times. [2] If you accidentally hit the wolf in the process, that wolf will attack you and you can't be tamed afterwards. The wolf will also its head to the side and sit down you tamed it. Tamed wolves will not be spiritualized. 1 Collect at least
five seeds. You can collect seeds by breaking grass tufts, though you'll probably have to break multiple lawn to get one set of seeds. Once you have about five seeds, you can continue. On the console editions of Minecraft, seeds are called wheat seeds. 2 Find a parrot. Fittingly, you'll find parrots in Jungle
biometers. They are small, multicolored and often fly short distances. [3] 3 Equip the seeds. Make sure the seeds are in your hand before proceeding. 4 Approach the parrot. If the parrot flies away before reaching it, simply chasing it -parrots can't fly very far, and they're not quick. 5 Choose the parrot until
hearts appear around it. Use the seeds, right-click, left-trigger, or tap-and-hold the parrot until the red hearts around it appear. This suggests that you have successfully tamed the parrot. 6 Place the parrot on your shoulder. Walking through the parrot will cause it to jump on your shoulder, where it will stay
until you sleep in a bed or mount a horse (or similar). Add new question question can a wolf kill gangs or animals or villagers? Wolves (tame and wild) automatically kill sheep and skeletons when they're around. Any other gang must first be hit by the player for the wolf to attack, or the gang (if hostile)
should hit the player. Question Where can I get a horse? Horses naturally splashed in plains and savannah biomes. You can search this biome for horses, but note that horses may find difficult on some cards. Question How do I breed a horse? Find two adult horses and feed each of them a golden apple
or golden root. Leave them alone for a while and when you come back, enjoy your foal. Question After naming a gang with a name tag, will it follow you? No. Wolves, horses, ocelots and other gangs you can tame should first be fed a certain food item until hearts appear above their heads to be tamed.
Question How do you find a collar? For a dog, the collar automatically appears on the dog after training it. Question How Do I Call Gangs on Minecraft Bag Edition? If you have the 0.15.0 Alpha version, you will be able to name it with name tags, otherwise you need to go creative and rename a specific
spawn egg using an amble. Question How do you call a wolf? Go into creatives and use the wolf spared egg in the aammel to call the spit eggs or use a name tag in the alpha version 0.15.0. Question How do I temper a guardian? Guardians are not tame. When you spit them out, they don't do anything
to you. They just attack gangs. Question How do I tem an Iron Golem? You can't tem an Iron Golem, at least not in Vanilla Minecraft. If you want the protection of it, you have to live in a town. If you want to tame it because it attacks you, it's because you have a low reputation in town, probably from or kill
villagers. Villagers. must trade with the villagers (many) to increase your reputation to the point where it will leave you alone. Question can I tem animals into creative mode? Yes! In fact, it's easiest to do so using Creative. You can trainable animals if you please using a spawn egg, then get infinite
supplies of fish, legs, apples, etc. from your inventory. See more answers Ask a Question JL This article was written by Jack Lloyd. Jack Lloyd is a technology writer and editor for wikiHow. He has more than two years of experience writing and editing technology-related articles. He is technology
enthusiast and an English teacher. This article was seen 250,970 times. Co-Authors: 32 Updated: October 28, 2020 Views: 250,970 Categories: Minecraft Animals Print Print Sends Fan Mail to Authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 250,970 times. I've tamed a lot of them
now. Thank you, wikiHow, I'm glad you made this site. Learned you can tem rabbits using carrots. I tried it personally. How to tem a dog was very useful, thanks for the information. Loving it. It's so cool! Share your story story
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